Saint Francis: Prophecy of Evil Pope
On this program I want to take a look at a very famous End Times
prophecy from Saint Francis of Assisi about an evil Pope of the End
Times. And some people may believe this is not a legitimate prophecy
but we will find that it is backed up by Scripture. First we should note,
this prophecy is not Apocalyptic Literature although it is End Times
prophecy. This is similar to the first five chapters in the book of
Revelation which is End Times prophecy, but it is not like chapters 6
through 21 of Revelation, which is Apocalyptic Literature. In
Apocalyptic Literature, as you my regular subscribers are well aware,
there are quite a few rules: for example, the symbolic interpretation
takes precedence over the literal interpretation. Secondly, numerology
is always very significant and thirdly you need a Co-Prophet to
understand it. This prophecy of Saint Francis has been understood by
quite a few people; and fourthly, and maybe most important, all
Apocalyptic Literature from the Old Testament, for example, Daniel,
Ezekiel, Zechariah, Jeremiah, they all tell you, under hidden prophecy,
that Mary’s Rosary will defeat the Antichrist.

So, let's go through this prophecy verse by verse, verse number 1:
‘The time is fast approaching in which there will be great trials
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and afflictions; perplexities and dissensions, both spiritual and
temporal, will abound; the charity of the many will grow cold and
the malice of the wicked will increase.’ First, notice that phrase ‘the
time is fast approaching’, but remember, this is like in Scripture where
one day is worth a thousand years and Saint Francis gave this
prophecy as he was dying almost 800 years ago. So. when he says
‘fast approaching’ I think we understand that is not a literal phrase.
Now, ‘the charity of a many will grow cold’, that is a specific
reference to Apocalyptic Literature in Matthew's Olivet Discourse,
chapter 24, verse 12 and that phrase is not found in Mark and Luke
because they are not giving Apocalyptic Literature.
Next, let's check out verse number 2: 'The devils will have unusual
power, the immaculate purity of our Order, and of others, will be
so obscured that there will be very few Christians who will obey
the true Sovereign Pontiff and the Roman Church with a loyal
hearts and perfect charity.’ The first part of this, ‘the devils will
have an unusual power’, reminds me very much of Pope Leo's vision;
remember where Satan was given extra power by God in these End
Times and that's because we are undergoing a final trial to determine
who will survive into the Millennium. And that phrase ‘true Sovereign
Pontiff’, very obviously implies that there will be a false Sovereign
Pontiff. And in Daniel chapter 10, verse number 3, the Prophet says: ‘I
ate no desirable bread and neither flesh nor wine entered into my
mouth (this refers to the Eucharist which the False Prophet will take
away from the Prince) neither was I anointed with oil’. That means
that this False Prophet, this False Sovereign Pontiff who is not true, as
opposed to the true Sovereign Pontiff, is not anointed. We will find out,
however, that instead of anointed, he is appointed.
Let's look at verse number 3: ‘At the time of this tribulation a man,
not canonically elected, will be raised to the Pontificate who by
his cunning will endeavor to draw many into error and death.’
Well it's interesting that we found out from the Wikileaks that people
like Tony Podesta and Hillary Clinton were working behind the scenes
to remove Pope Benedict. Since we don't know the inner workings of
the Vatican, some people say Pope Francis was canonically elected
but how do you know? How do you know what kind of pressure was
put on Benedict from people like the Clintons and other people in the
United States; the United States provides a lot of money to the Vatican
and they would likely listen to phonies like Clinton or Podesta. I think
what we have to determine is what does God tell us? Well God told us
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that when Benedict resigned He struck the Vatican with lightning at
exactly 5:55 p.m. 555 is the number of Mary's Rosary and that was a
proof that Pope Benedict is a true Sovereign Pontiff. And how do we
know that Pope Francis is the False Pontiff that Saint Francis is
prophesying about? When he was elected, the white smoke came up
out of the chimney at exactly 7:06 p.m. And what does that symbolize?
7:06 would be 6 hours plus 66 minutes. None of that is accidental,
people. 666 is the number of the Antichrist and that indicates from God
that Pope Francis is the false Sovereign Pontiff that Francis is
prophesying about while the true Sovereign pontiff remains Pope
Benedict.
Moving on to verse number 4: ‘Then scandals will be multiplied, our
order will be divided, and many others will be entirely destroyed,
because they will consent to error instead of opposing it.’ Well we
don’t have to look far in the Catholic Church to find a lot of scandal in
these End Times. Saint Francis' prophecy is 100% accurate so far.
Verse number 5: ‘There will be such diversity of opinions and
schisms among the people, the religious and the clergy, that,
except those days were shortened, according to the words of the
Gospel, even the elect would be led into error, were they not
especially guided, amid such great confusion, by the immense
mercy of God.’ So here now Saint Francis is specifically quoting
Apocalyptic Literature, Matthew, chapter 24, verse number 22. And
verse number 6: ‘Then our Rule and manner of life will be violently
opposed by some and terrible trials will come upon us. Those
who are found faithful will receive the crown of life; but woe to
those who trusting solely in their Order shall fall into tepidity, for
they will not be able to support the temptations permitted for the
proving of the elect.’ And as I say, these End Times are a test; a test
to find out which of us will be worthy to enter into the Millennium. And
the Holy Martyrs are one of the four groups who will return with Jesus
and rule during the Millennium. The other three groups are the
Raptured Protestants, the Protected Catholics and the Converted
Jews, as I have mentioned many times on this program.
So now, let’s look at the next verse, verse number 7: ‘Those who
persevere in their fervor and adhere to virtue with love and zeal
for the truth will suffer injuries and persecutions as rebels and
schismatics; for their persecutors, urged on by the evil spirits,
will say they are rendering a great service to God by destroying
such pestilent men from the face of the earth’. And this coincides
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with what Jesus says also in the Olivet Discourse; there will be many
martyrs of these End Times. But the blood of martyrs is one way that
the Church has always been redeemed in the past and the End Times
is no different.

Verse number 8: ‘But the Lord will be the refuge of the afflicted
and will save all who trust in him and in order to be like their
head, (Jesus Christ) these, the elect will act with confidence and
by their death will purchase for themselves eternal life choosing
to obey God rather than men, they will fear nothing and they will
prefer to perish rather than to consent to falsehood and perfidy’.
And verse number 9: ‘Some preachers will keep silent about the
truth and others will trample it underfoot and deny it. Sanctity of
life will be held in division even by those who outwardly profess
it, for in those days, Jesus Christ will send to them not a true
pastor but a destroyer.’ And that is really the scariest part of Saint
Francis' entire prophecy; and that's why some people are saying this is
not a true prophecy, not legitimate. But this is also backed up by
Scripture; for example Jeremiah 23, verse 15, where he prophesies
that God will send them wormwood, and ‘He will feed them with
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wormwood, and with gall’. And ‘Wormwood’ refers to this same
person that Saint Francis is prophesying about, in other words, the
False Prophet of the End Times, Pope Francis. And we should not be
surprised that Almighty God is the One who appoints the False
Prophet; as I say he is appointed, but he's not anointed; because in
Daniel chapter 4, verse number 14, we find that God appoints even the
Antichrist: ’I will appoint the basest man over them’.
And so, in these End Times, I think we are seeing Saint Francis'
prophecy of the evil Pope coming true before our eyes and we’re
finding out that his prophecy, even though it is End Times prophecy,
and not Apocalyptic Literature, Biblical Apocalyptic Literature supports
everything he is saying; and we know from all of the other Apocalyptic
Literature, that it is Mary's Rosary which will protect us against both
this False Prophet who is a false Sovereign Pontiff, and against the
Antichrist.
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